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1. Introduction 
Let R be the set of the first r natural numbers, i.e. R= {1,2, ..., r}. Further-
more, let a and b be integers with O^a^b^r, a^r, b^O1). Finally let J5" be an 
«-tuple {Xl, X2, ..., Xn) of subsets of R satisfying a^\Xt\^b ( / = 1 , 2 , . . . ,«). 
An ordered pair (X , Y) of subsets of R has the property 
— A: if and only if there is a v£R: v^X, vQY, 
— B: if and only if there is a v£R: v£X, Y, 
— C: if and only if there is a v£R: v i X , v $ Y , 
— D : if and only if there is a v£R: v£X, v£ Y. 
Let P = P(A, B, C, D) be an arbitrary Boolean expression of A, B, C , D . is 
said to be a P-family if and only if all ordered pairs (Xi,Xj), 1 satisfy 
the condition P. If there is a maximal value of «, we will denote this by naJ,{¥, r). 
Many well-known results in extremal set theory can be expressed in our concept. 
We will only mention the following two classical theorems. 
1) SPERNER'S theorem [13]: M0 r ( A B , = 2> 
2) ERDOS-Ko-RADoTheorem [3]: n0,*(ABD, r)=^k~ j j if k^r/2. 
In [5] the first-named author considered all 216 possible Boolean expressions P, 
found those P 's for which /j0 r (P , / • ) 3 ) eixsts, and determined in all these cases 
«0 r(P, r) exactly4 ' . In the present paper we consider the same problem for all P's 
and«a>i,(P, r). 
The results in Sections 2 and 3 are close to the corresponding results for n(P, r). 
Thus, the proofs are sketched only or are omitted. 
11 For simplification we exclude the pathological cases a=r resp. 6 = 0. 
2) AB will be used in place of AAB and A denotes non A. 
3) In [5] the notation ;?(P, r) is used for n0,r (P, r). 
4> With exception of only one case, where bounds and the asymptotic are found. 
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2. Existence of na i j(P, r) 
We set «„¡,(0, r ) = l for all a,b, where 0 denotes the empty condition. In all 
what follows let P ^ O . 
Then there is a nonempty canonical alternative normal form CANF(P) of P-
If A' is an elementary conjunction of {A, B, C, D}, then A'£CANF(P) means 
that A ' is one of the conjunctions of CANF(P). 
Since no pair (JST, 7 ) satisfies ABCD and the only pairs satisfying ABCD or 
ABCD are (R , R) or (0, 0), respectively, it follows 
Lemma lj_ 
(i) na<6(ABCD^r) = 1, 
na.b(PV ABCD, r)=zna b(P, r), 
(ii) « f l > 6 (ABCD^)= l i f b ^ r , 
n a i )(PVABCD, r )=n 0 > 6 (P , r), 
(iii) u a > 6(ABCD,r) = l • ifO^a, 
« a i ) (PVABCD, r ) = n a , t (P , r). 
Theorem 1. na fc(P, r) does not exist if and only if 
(i) ABCD(EC/fW(P) or 
(ii) ABCDeC^iVF(P) and b = r or 
(iii) ABCD € CANF(P) and a=Q. 
Hence, if na 6(P, r) exists, ABCD, ABCD, and ABCD can be omitted in 
CANF(P). 
3. Some reductions 
The following table gives an equivalent description of some conditions P in 
terms of ordered pairs (X, F) . 
. P ~ (X,Y) 
ABCD (0, R) 
ABCD (R, 0) 
ABCD (0 ,Z) (1) 
ABCD (Z, 0) 
ABCD (Z, R) 
ABCD (R, Z) 
w h e r e Z g / î , Z ? i 0 , Z ^ R . The remaining6conditions ABCD, ABCD, ABCD, ABCD, 
ABCD, ABCD are conditions for pairs (X, Y) with {X, 7 } f l {0, R}=&. 
If a=0 and b=r we refer to [5]. Let or b<r. 
Then no pair (X, Y) can satisfy ABCD or ABCD and we may omit these 
conjunctions in P. Let P = P ' V P " , where P " contains exactly those conjunctions 
which are in (1). 




b = r wise 
í na¡r-i(P',r)+1 if AlBCD£CANF(P") or 
"a,r(P, r) = 1 ABCD £ CANF(P") 
• I (P ' ; r) otherwise 
' b -=r 
a = 0 
" o , * ( P / ) = { l other-
wise 
Í«1, b (P'. r ) + l if ABCD £ C AN F(P") or 
no. i, (P, r) = j ABCD £ CANF{P") 
l ' ' i ,b(P' , r) otherwise 
a > 0 na.b(P,r) = 1 " 0 . b (P , r ) = na.b(P',r) 
'*> if ABCD£ CANF(P") or ABCD £ CANF(P"); 
<**> if ABCD £ CANF(P") or ABCD £ CANF(P"). 
Hence, we have to consider only alternatives P over {ABCD, ABCD, ABCD, 
ABCD, ABCD, ABCD} and we may assume a > 0 , b < r . 
Lemma 2. 
(i) «a.b(P(A, B, C, D), r) = Hfl;6(P(B, A, C, D), r), 
(ii) /ia>t(P(A, B, C, D), r) = « r_6 > r_a(P(A, B, D, C), r), 
(iii) «„,„((ABVAB)P'(C, D), r) = »a>íl(ABP'(C, D), r), 
(iv) wai,((ÁVB)P'(C, D), r) = na,6(AP'(C, D), r), 
(v) n„,t(P VABCDVABCD, r)=« f l i 6(P"VABCD, r), 
(vi) na,i,(P"VABCD, r ) = «ai i,(P"VABCD, r), 
(vii) natb(V'",r) = nr_btT_a(¥'",r), 
(viii) »„.„(P-'VABCD, r) = « f_„, r_a(P'"VABCD, r), 
(ix) «a > 6(P'VABCDVABCD, r)=« r_ i , j r_<J(P'"VABCDVABCD, r), 
where P ' is an arbitrary Boolean function in_2 arguments, 
P " is any alternative over {ABCD, ABCD, ABCD, ABCD}, and 
P'" is any alternative over {ABCD, ABCD, ABCD}. 
4. na> ¡,(P, r) for the reduced P's 
For simplification we use M N V M N = M and M V M N = M . Now we con-
sider the three general cases: 
1) a^b^rll, 
2 ) a S r / 2 s f > , 
3) r/2<amb. 
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The third case may be reduced to the first one using Lemma 2, (ii). If a S 6 < r / 2 , 
then obviously no pair (X, 7 ) of 3F can satisfy ABCD or ABCD, i.e., these two con-
junctions may be omitted, or if CANF(P) has only conjunctions of these ones, 
na b(P, r)=l follows immediately. 
Case 1. a^b^r/2. CANF(P) contains only conjunctions of {ABCD, ABCD, 
ABCD}. Thus, only 7 P ' s are possible (P = 0 was excluded at the beginning). 
No. P "a.b(P,r) reference/remark 
. 1 . 1 A B C D b — a+1 forms a chain. 
1 . 2 A B C D 
( R - I ) 
E R D Ő S , K O , R A D O [3] o r 
G R E E N E , K A T O N A , K L E I T M A N 
[4] . 
1 . 3 A B C D 
The sets of have to be dis-
joint. 
1 . 4 A C D H I L T O N [7]. 
1 . 5 A B C D V 
V A B C D 
2 r - ] r / b [ if a = \ 
r-(a-\)]r/b[ i f a ^ 2, 
asr-b(]r/b[-1) 
(b-a + l)(]r/b[-l) if a ^ 2, 
a > r-bQrlbl-1) 
see Section 5. 
1 . 6 A B C 
LUBELL [9] , 
MESH A LK IN [10 ] , 
YAMAMOTO [14] . 
1 . 7 A B C V 
V A C D .St) 
Every pair ( X , Y), 
a^\X\S:\Y\mb, satisfies the 
condition. 
Case 2. a^rjl^b. 
Using the statements of Lemma 2 we may reduce all possible conditions to 23 
types. More precisely, by Lemma 2 (v) and (vi), we may omit ABCD if ABCDg 
£CANF(P) or replace ABCD by ABCD if_ABCD$C^iVF(P). Furthermore, if 
ABCD^Cy4ArF(P) and ABCD $ CANF(P), ABCD can be replaced by ABCD accord-
ing to Lemma 2 (viii). This procedure is the same as in [5]. We also use this notation. 
Many results are well-known, others are very simple. But there are some really new 
problems. 
Most of them have been solved. The proofs are given in Sections 5 and 6. Finally 
some open problems are presented in Section 7. 
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No. P «„.„(P,'-) reference/remark 
2.1 ACD ? see Section 7. 
2.2 AB ([r/2]) 
SPERNER [13] , 
LUBELL [9] , 
MESHALKIN [10] , o r 
YAMAMOTO [14] . 
2.3 ABC ( [ ( r - l ) /2 ] ) 
MLLNER [ 1 1 ] o r 
GREENE, K A T O N A , 
KLEITMAN [4]. 
2.4 ABCD ( [ ( r -2) /2] ) 
KATONA [8] , 
SCHONHEIM [12] , o r 
G R O N A U [6]. 
2.5 ABC V VABD ([(/•-1)/2]) CLEMENTS, G R O N A U [1]. 
2.6 
ABC V 
V ACD V 
VABD 
E ^ j if r is even 
T ( ; w < / - r , y 
if r is odd 
if a s r — b 
if a > r — b 
see Section 6. 
see Section 7. 
2.7 ABCD 2 clear. 
2.8 ABCD b-a + i 2F forms a chain. 
2.9 ABCDV 
VABCD 
( 2 if a = b=r/2 
— a +1 otherwise 
It follows by 2.7 
and 2.8. 
2.10 ABD [r/a] 
The sets of !F are disjoint. 
2.11 ABCD f[r/a] if a* r/1 \ 1 if a = r/2 
2.12 ABC V 
VABD 
[r/c], c — min(a, r—b) In [5] it was proved that SF 
satisfies ABC (ABCD) or 
satisfies ABD (ABCD). 




1 1 ,/ a = b = r/2 






lr-b-\(r\ 1 <> (r\ 
£ ( J + T . - M J 
if a-s. r~b 
i r i ' U f n 
2 < = <• ( I J i = r-a+l ) 
if a =- r — b 
8? contains no set and its 
complement. 
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No. | P /ia.b(P,r) j reference/remark 
2 . 1 5 ABCV VACD 
ifS^-]/ N (0 if r is odd 
i l' j + { \j/2 — \) 'f r is even 
if a S r-b 
, ? . ( r 7 ' ) i f - ' r - t , 
see Section 6. 
H I L T O N [7] . 
2 . 1 6 ABV VACD 
Every pair satisfies 
this condition. 
2 . 1 7 
ABCV 
VABD ([/•/2]) 
satisfies AB too. 
Indeed, &={X: XQR, 
\X\=[r/2]) has that 
cardinality. 
2 . 1 8 
ABCDV 
VABCD 2 ( [ ( / - 2 ) / 2 ] ) 
Omitting complements & 
satisfies ABCD (see 2.4). 
^ = XQR,v£X, 
IX\ = [ R / 2 ] } U {X: XQR, 
v l X , | A - | = { [ ( R + L ) / 2 ] } , 
where vdR is fixed, has the 
desired cardinality. 
2 . 1 9 ABCDV 
VABD 
2r-2 if a = 1 
r — 2a + 2 i f 2 ^ a m r - b 
b — a+l I / 2 s « > r-b 
see Section 5. 
2 . 2 0 ABCDV 
VABCD 
2r — 3 i f a = 1 
r-2a + \ i / 2 s a < r-b 
b-a+1 if 2 is a s r-b 
see Section 5. 




2r — 3 if a = 1 or b = r—1 
r — 2a+\ if a m 2, b ^ r - 2 , 
a S r-b 
2b-r + \ if a S 2, b 3= r — 2, 
a s r-b 
see Section 5. 




Ar-6 if a = \,b= r - \ 
R -f- 26 — 2 if a = 1 , 6 < r — 1 
3R —2a—2 if a > 1 , 6 = r-1 
2(6 —a+ 1) if a ^ 1 , 6 < r — 1 
see Section 5. 
2 . 2 3 ACD V 
VABCD 
? see Section 7. 
5. Proofs of 1.5, 2.19, 2.20, 2.21, 2.22 
In order to give examples of maximal families we use the following notations 
q,s) = {X:X= {p + l,p+2, ..., p + t}, q^t^s, p + t^r}, 
q)={X:X={t+l,t+2,...,r}, t=p,p-\,p-2, ...,q}. 
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For all these conditions we have 
/i1 > 6(P,r) S ,72ifc(P, r ) + r . (2) 
Thus, nab(P, r), implies an upper bound for n l i t l(P, r). 
5.1. Let P = A B C D V A B D (2.19, 1.5). 
Denote by F a maximal (ABCDVABD)-family with a^\X\=±b for all 
X^SF. Then for every pair (X, Y) of & we have XczY or XC\Y=0. Hence, 
there is a unique subfamily (3F) Q SF satisfying 
— X(~) Y=0 for all pairs (X, Y) with X, Yi<$(SF), 
— for all there is an element with I c 7 . 
If then JT(X)={Y: Y£3F, YczX). Thus, 
— SF = <$(3F)VJ U JfT(X), 
— 3 f ( X ) satisfies ABCDVABD, and . 
— all Y£3f(X) satisfy a^\Y\^\X\-\. 
Then _ _ 
2 n . , | X | - I ( A B C D V A B D , (3) 
Now we prove 
Lemma 3. n a > r ^(ABCDVABD, r) = r-a for 3saa+lSr. 
Proof. The proof is given by induction on r for arbitrary, but fixed a, r S a + ' l . 
1. r=a+1. The statement is true, clearly. 
2. We obtain for every maximal family by (3), 
2 (1*1-a)-
If = 1, then 2 1-̂ 1 = ' " - I a n d = r-a. 
If \<Z(F)\ S 2, then 2 \ x \ = r a n d 
X 6 9 ( J f ) 
tk r-(a-\)\<3(3F)\ S r - 2 ( a - l ) r-a. 
Indeed, %(0, a, r - 1 ) is a (ABCDVABD)-family with the desired cardinality. • 
Now we return to the general a, b-case. _ _ 
Lemma 3 and (3) yield for a maximal (ABCDVABD)-family & 
= ' 2 \X\-(a-l)\<3(3F)\. 
If then \X\Sb implies 
(b — a+l)\9(^)\ =5 (b-a+l)(]r/b[-l). (4) 
If ^]r,b[, then 2 1*1 = 1 U ^ I s r 
and 
^ r-(a-\)\<3(&)\ r-(a-l)]rlb[. (5) 
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Simple verification shows that the upper estimation of (4) is not smaller than that 
one of (5) iff 
a > r-b(]r/b[-l). 
Indeed, <2>s(a,b)— (J 3>s(jbt,a,b) confirms in both cases that these upper 
f =o, i,... 
bounds are the desired results. Thus, 1.5 is proven if remarking that C is 
always satisfied. The case a— 1 follows by (2) and the example i ^ U ^ O , b). 
Moreover, 2.19 is proven, note ]r/b[—2 for b^r/2. Also here the case a—I 
follows by (2) and the example f ^ U ^ U > 
5.2. Let P = ABCD VABCD (2.20). 
In analogy to the preceding case a special subfamily (2F) exists and we obtain 
for a maximal family 
2 « a , |x |- i(ABCDVABD, \X\). (6) 
We remark that 2tf(X) satisfies ABCDVABD, not necessarily ABCDVABCD. 
Lemma 3 implies 
If 1^(^)1 = 1, then 2 \ x \ = b and 
If \<&(&r)\=2, then 2 (since contains no complementary 
xig(F) 
sets) and ^ r - 1 -2{a-l) = r - 2 a + 1. 
If \<$(&)\&3, then 2 a n d 
Hence, 
Indeed, 
\3F\ ==§ /•—3(a—1) s r-2a+\. 
(b-a + 1 if a ^ r — b, 
= max (£> — a + 1 , r — 2ű +1) = I _ 
,(«, b) = { 
2a + 1 if a < r — b. 
@3(0,a,b) if a^2,a^r-b, 
®3(0,a,b)V®3(b,a,r-b-l) if a s 2 , a < r 4 
is an example which confirms that the upper bound is the desired result for a ^ 2 . 
(2) and ^ U ^ e O , b) yield the result for a=\. 
5.3. Let P = ABCDV ABCDVABCD (2.21). 
5.3.1. a^r-b. 
If $F is a maximal family, consider 
SF' X: 
X i f x e ^ , \x\^r/2, 
X ifXZP,\X\ = r/2,WX, 
R\X i f X Z F , \X\ = r/2,l£X, 
R\X if XZF, \X\ > r/2. 
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Since SF contains no compIementary_sets, \^'\ = \^\ = na<b(P, r). _Obviously, 
satisfies ABCDVABCDVABCDVABCD.^No pair of j f ' satisfies ABCD. By Lemma 
2 (v), we have now that satisfies ABCD VABCD. Thus a maximal family of 
2.20 is also a maximal family here. Hence, 2.21 follows by 2.20 if a^r—b, a=i or 
5.3.2. a>r — b. Then r — b<r—(r — a). 
We apply Lemma 2 (ix) and the results of 5.3.1, and get 
nab (ABCD V ABCD V ABCD, r) = 
- 3 
2 ( r - b ) + l if r-b3=2. 
f 2 r —3 if r-b = 1, 
nr-b,r-a(ABCDVABCD, r ) = { r _ 
5.4. Let P = ABCD VABC VABD (2.22). 
If 2F is a maximal family, we split 2F into two subfamilies and #"2 by 
if then 
if X£3?,R\Xi8F, then X ^ , R\X£3?2 or_ X < i S F x . 
Then J ^ and respectively, satisfy ABCDVABCDVABCD. Since X£3F, 
R\X£!F can hold only if c^\X\^r—c, c = max(a, r—b). We obtain immediately 
and 
Hence, 
IJ^I ä «fl 6(ABCDVABCDVABCD, r) 
\3F2\ =5 ncr_c(ABCD V ABCDV ABCD, r). 
r - 2 a + l + r - 2 ( r - b ) + l if a s r — b, (r-2a   r-
1 1 - \2b-r + i + r-
l.e. 
2a +1 if a > r — b, 
2(b — a+1). 
Similarly, it follows by (2) 
r + 2b—2 if a = 1, i á r — 2, 
3r—2a—2 if a s 2, b = r-1, 
4r —6 i / a = 1, b = r — 1. 
Finally, we complete the proof by following examples 
fc) = ^ a ( 0 , a, b )U© 4 ( / - - a , r-b) if i s r - 2 , 
ifa=l,bSr-2, 
@7(a,r- 1)U^2 if aS2, b=r-\, 
S ^ U ^ O , r - l ) U ^ 2 a = l , 6 = r - J . 
Remark. A family satisfying ABCDVABCVABD may be interpreted as a 
family without qualitatively independent sets (see also KATONA [8]). 
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6. Proofs of 2.6 and 2.15 
6.1. Let P=ABCVACD (2.15) and let a^r-b. 
Let OF be an arbitrary maximal family. Then SF contains no complementary 
sets, i.e. 
An example for a maximal family, is 
{X:XQ R, a^ \X\ < r/2 or (\X\=r/2 and 1$*)}. 
6.2. Let P=ABCVACDVABD (2.6) and let a^r-b. 
If is a maximal family, then we split J5' into two subfamilies 8FX and 
by the same procedure as in Section 5, 4. Thus, satisfies ABCVACD, i.e. 
1 ^ 1 S wa6(ABCVACD, r). 
J^a satisfies ABCVACD. Moreover, for arbitrary sets X, 2 also (R\X, Y), 
(X,R\Y), and (R\X, R\Y) satisfy ABC VACD=ABCD V ABCD VABCD^ Hence, 
(X, Y) satisfies ABCD VABCD VABCD as well as ABCD VABCD VABCD, i.e. 
ABCD. 2.15 implies 
|£z±] f0 if r is odd, 
« ^ ( A B C V A C D V A B D , r) = | ( [ ) + J + j ^ " 1 ) if r is even. 
Indeed, {X: XQR, a^\X\^r/2 and, if r is odd, |Z | = [/-/2] + l, 1(JZ} is a maxi-
mal family. 
7. Open problems 
In this section we give explicitely the open problems in usual notation. Also some 
estimations are presented. 
1. Problem (2.1) na t(ACD, r)= ? 
Remember that ACD means ( X f \ Y ^ ) M X K J Y ^ R ) for all X , Y ^ . It is 
known only that 
J ( / _ ? ) S ( A C D , r ) ^ 
i = a V / 
1 ( V ) if a^r-b, i~ a ^ * 
¿ i f l } ) if 
isstt V / 
by 2.15 and Lemma 2 (viii). 
Equality occurs, for example,, in the left hand side if a=r—b = 1, and in the 
right hand side if a=b—r/2. 
2. Problem (2.6, a>r-b) na>1)(ABCVACDVABD, r) = ? if a>r-b. 
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Remember that this condition means that contains no not-complementary 
sets with union R. The investigations in the case a^r—b yield immediately 
na>b(ABCVACD, r) si na b(ABCVACDVABD, r) 
^ "a>i,(ABCVACD, »O + ^ - l ) -
3. Problem (2.23) /ifl i,(ABC VABCD, /•)= ? 
In this case also Wi>p_i(P, r) is unknown. Bounds are in analogy to [5] given by 
natb(ACD, r) S nfl „(ACDVABCD, r) nB>fc(ACD, O + f ^ - l ) -
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